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Leading from within… (for middle leaders)
(Professional Learning Team Leaders)
•

Hillsmeade PS - large multicultural school; 875+ students; Narre Warren South; Early Learning
Centre with 125 children (Kinder and Long Day Care)

•

New Principal 2014; deficit over $540K; need to distribute leadership across 37 grades to ensure a
consistent approach to teaching and learning whilst improving a declining growth rate in NAPLAN
reading, writing and numeracy.

•

Significant changes introduced over a 20 month period – including PLTs to ensure common planning
schedules, common student assessments, data analysis and sharing teaching strategies. Teachers
volunteered (or were asked) to be PLT leaders. In 2015, a committed group of 7 teachers worked
tirelessly as leaders with minimal compensation (deficit issue). Their dedication & commitment was
to be commended.

•

Project - provide a team of 11 (7 PLT leaders, 2 LTs, 1 AP Teaching & Learning (all new in these roles)
& the Principal to develop a strong team approach to improving student outcomes at Hillsmeade
whilst building cohesive PLTs that work collaboratively and effectively.

•

Build their capacity to lead from within the ranks of teachers to build a distributed leadership model
and to develop leaders of the future.

Middle Leaders
‘Middle leaders, the engine room of the school, sit at the
heart of this drive. They lead teams of teachers – turning
senior leadership's strategy into outstanding classroom
practice on a daily basis. They are closer to the action than
senior leaders. High-performing middle leaders drive
consistent teacher quality in their areas of responsibility
through curriculum leadership, data analysis to identify
pupil underperformance, lesson observations, holding staff
to account and developing staff. They also ensure
consistency across the school by collaborating and
challenging their fellow middle leaders, influencing whole
school behaviours through sharing, coaching and
mentoring.’
https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/teacher-blog/2013/jul/02/middle-leaders-driving-change-school

Feedback

Impact of Professional Learning

Data Monitoring – SPA Markbook
AIMS:
Build data literacy understanding.
Develop leader’s confidence to drive
data discussions within their team.
Identify appropriate tools to support
leaders with their work.
Trial data tracking resource to positively
impact time efficiency

PLT Leader Observations
Dimple Bhardwaj
Professional Learning observations of other PLT’s helped me enhance my knowledge by observing the strengths of other PLT leaders. It made me reflect
on my teaching practice and develop my leadership capacity. It was good to see that all PLT leaders had a common passion and we all were exploring new
ideas to ensure improved student outcomes. It also encouraged me to have formal and informal professional discussions with my colleagues embedding a
collaborative learning culture at Hillsmeade with a focus on learning and growing together in the best interest of our students.
Working together to build shared knowledge on the best way to achieve goals and meet the needs of clients is exactly what professionals in any field are expected
to do.’ (DuFour 2006)
Sarah Smith
The opportunity to observe other PLT meetings was fundamental in building my own leadership capacity. I was able to see how teams had developed a
culture and shared vision towards improving student outcomes. I learnt different strategies to support my own PLT in analysing data, engaging in
professional learning and working collaboratively. Utilising the expertise within our school allowed us to follow up with professional conversations and
develop capabilities within our middle leader roles. Observing professional practice has been a key tool in developing consistency in the PLT structure as a
driving force for our school’s ongoing improvement.

Leadership Profiles Aitsl https://www.aitsl.edu.au/docs/default-source/school-leadership/leadership-profiles-summary-table.pdf?sfvrsn=4

Thank you
On behalf of all PLT Leaders and Principal class of Hillsmeade Primary School (2016) that were
involved in the professional learning opportunities offered through the VPA study award
funding we would like to say a sincere thank you.
A very special thank you to PSW for sponsoring this study award. Hillsmeade PS supports PSW
as suppliers of the school uniforms.
Professional Learning, opportunities to collaborate, reflect, refine and re-energize are
important. The VPA study award allowed the middle leaders of Hillsmeade this opportunity as a
team. The impact is immeasurable and the learning continues to be utilised by our leaders
today.

Andrew Crossett – Essex Heights PS
VPA State Councillor

